
Multifunctionality Based on ViaMyBox 

Based on the raspbian operating system, we have configured the following functionality for you: 

  - Smart home based on Google Home Assistant. The platform, which is the ability to control more than 

1300 devices. 

- Home theatre based on the most famous Kodi platform. 

-Video check-in at your home. The ability to record video and sound from your usb camera or raspberry 

pi camera. Manage DVR through Home Assistant, web browser or command line. 

- Radio and television based on IPTV streaming technology (m3u). 

  And this is just the beginning. 

Many OS operating systems 

The system built on the raspberry pi platform is quite flexible. Multifunctionality is not only ViaMyBox. 

Multifunctionality also lies in the fact that, if desired, you can transform one device and change the 

functionality by simply replacing the flash drive. The operating systems developed for raspberry pi are 

becoming more and more. At the moment there are about 40 large projects. They are constantly being 

improved, and you can always find the application for raspberry pi that you will be interested in at the 

moment. Just burning an image to microSD is now easy and is achieved by a simple click of a button and 

recording the image in a few minutes. It remains only to choose what you will be interested in with 

ViaMyBox. There are systems for a game center based on retro games with emulation of various 

consoles from the past. There are various OSs for the Raspberry Pi as a smart home cinema home or 

DVR. And then your mini computer turns ... turns into an elegant mini device for every taste. Just change 

the microSD flash drive on your raspberry pi. 

Mobility The popularity and popularity of the raspberry pi  

The device is slightly larger than a pack of cigarettes. Take it on a trip or to the country. Having the 

Internet via wifi, you get the functionality that is described in the first and second paragraph. 

Learning technology for you 

Learn LINUX computer, programming and automation of anything based on Raspberry pi. This platform 

is ideal for learning Linux, studying robotics, automating smart homes, creating a configuration of the 

functionality that is exactly what you need. Give such a gift to yourself or your child if he is fond of 

technological things and this will give good results in the future. 


